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OVERVIEW
Building façades containing combustible materials are still an ongoing issue in the
UK and should be dealt with as soon as possible. It concerns the lives of thousands
of families around the country. While the government has provided a recladding
pathway, the funding is nowhere near enough for all “relevant” buildings over 18
metres above ground level. The backlog of buildings is going to take some
considerable time both to investigate the problems and to design remedial
solutions. In addition to this, in the past there has been a lack of knowledge in the
construction industry regarding Building Regulations and Fire Safety. So, what are
the problems concerning the recladding of apartment buildings and how do we
address them?

PAST CASES AND BUILDING FLAWS
WHAT WERE THE ISSUES?
Looking as far back as the Great Fire of London (September 1666), this fire destroyed the homes of
100,000 of London’s 400,000 inhabitants. The city was full of narrow streets and wooden houses which
caused the fire to spread rapidly from building to building. After the Great Fire, several regulations were
introduced to minimise the spread of fire horizontally. Wooden houses that burnt down were replaced
with brick and stone, roofs were pushed back behind brick parapets, wooden window frames were
reduced. At the time, the issue of a fire in one building affecting another building and fire spread in a
horizontal direction seemed to be solved. [1]
However, in the mid-19th century the construction of high-rise buildings started to develop and with
that another issue appeared: rapid spread of fire in a vertical direction could prevent the quick and safe
evacuation of the people in the building. This phenomenon is largely due to highly flammable cladding
materials used in the façades and certain fire safety defects.
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In the UK, there have been various notable fires going back to the 70s. In August 1973, a fire at the
indoor holiday complex Summerland, on the Isle of Man caused 50 deaths. The building was clad with
the highly flammable acrylic panel material, Oroglas. The fire is thought to have started from a cigarette
end discarded in a small disused kiosk next to the building. [2]

Nearly 18 years later, in April 1991, the 11-floor apartment building
Knowsley Heights located in Liverpool, caught fire from a pile of rubbish left
in a corner of the building. The Building Research Establishment (BRE) was
commissioned to investigate the accident. In the report, the recently
installed metal rainscreen cladding was assessed to be of limited
combustibility, but there were no cavity barriers in the 90 mm air gap
between the cladding and the concrete walls of the block. Thus, the fire was
able to spread quickly in vertical direction due to the created “chimney
effect”. Fortunately, nobody was killed. [3] In June 1999, a dropped
cigarette end caused the Garnock Court fire, a 14-storey housing block in
Irvine, Scotland, which resulted in one death and fours injuries. The flames
broke through a window and spread vertically due to the plastic cladding.
After the incident, a Parliamentary Select Committee reported on the
danger of combustible cladding systems and warned of the high probability
of further incidents of this kind. [4]
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Combustible cladding is not only an issue in the UK, but also internationally.
In 2009, a hotel near the China Central Television (CCTV) headquarters in
Beijing, caught fire from fireworks outside the building. The sparks got
behind the metal panels and ignited the insulation (extruded polystyrene
XPS foam). The flammable cladding panels combined with a strong wind
helped the flames to entirely engulf the building in less than 20 minutes,
causing loss of life of one firefighter and seven injuries. Only a years later in
Shanghai, a fire in a 28-storey residential building resulted in 58 casualties
and 71 injured. The rapid spread of fire was due to the highly flammable
exterior insulation (polyurethane PU foam) and an erected scaffolding made
of wood and bamboo. Aluminium composite panels with a flammable
polyethylene core caused rapid fire-spread in several buildings in Dubai
(Tecom Building Fire, 2012; The Torch Tower, 2015&2017; The Address,
2016) as well as in Australia (Lacrosse Building Fire, 2014). [5]
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More recently, in 2017, the tragic events at Grenfell Tower
claimed the lives of 72 people. According to the Grenfell
Tower Inquiry [6], “a fire broke out in the kitchen on the
fourth floor and engulfed the entire block in under three
hours”.
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The Inquiry states that the principal reason why the flames spread so
rapidly up, down and around the building was the presence of
combustible materials in the external wall – mainly the ACM
rainscreen cladding and the insulation behind it. The 25-storey
building was newly refurbished, and part of the works included the
addition of a ventilated rainscreen cladding system. The panels used
were “Reynobond 55 PE” Aluminium Composite Panels consisted of
a 3mm thick core of polyethylene bonded between two 0.5mm thick
aluminium sheets. At different locations, behind the ACM panels was
a layer Celotex RS5000 polyisocyanurate (PIR) polymer foam or
Kingspan K15 phenolic polymer foam insulation directly fixed to the
concrete structure. Polyethylene, PIR and phenolic foam are all
combustible synthetic polymers that “have a comparatively low time
to ignition and can support rapid flame spread”. The air in the cavity
between the panels and the insulation provided oxygen to the fire
because the flames climbed upward creating a chimney effect. The
building lacked sprinklers, effective fire doors and there was no
dedicated fire escape. The Inquiry also notes that inspections have
shown poorly fitted cavity barriers with gaps. It was pointed that the
design of the window arrangements “created certain weaknesses”,
in particular “repositioning the windows outside the line of the
concrete structure without providing a non-combustible barrier
between the interior of the building and the cavity within the
cladding system undermined the effective compartmentation of the
building”.

AFTERMATH
WHAT HAS CHANGED?
In response to the fire, the government has reviewed the acting Building Regulations and Fire Safety following the independent report
by Dame Judith Hackitt [7]. The Building (Amendment) Regulations 2018 reduces the use of combustible materials in the external walls
of “relevant” buildings above 18 m in height. Another step was the introduced funding scheme for the remediation of combustible
cladding. On 3th July 2019, the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) announced the Social Sector ACM
Cladding Remediation Fund [8] estimated at £400 million and on 18th July 2019, £200 million for the Private Sector ACM Cladding
Remediation Fund [9]. Separately, on 11th March 2020 another £1 billion fund was established for the remediation of non-ACM panels
[10], making the total funding for the remediation of dangerous cladding to £1,6 billion.
Three years later, combustible cladding is still an ongoing issue across the UK. Thousands of families are living in fear for their lives and
residents are forced to pay massive bills for problems that are not their fault [11]. According to a new official report [12] by the Housing,
Communities and Local Government Select Committee (HCLG) "there are still 2, 000 high-risk residential buildings with dangerous
cladding". Additionally, the £1 billion Building Safety Fund “will not be sufficient to remediate all 1,700 buildings with combustible nonACM cladding”. The report estimates that “the Building Safety Fund will need to be increased to address all fire safety defects in every
high-risk residential building potentially costing up to £15 billion”. The report expresses that taxpayers should not be ultimately
responsible for remedial works. It is suggested that the Government should introduce a long-term funding solution and the responsible
parties who are to blame for this crisis (construction companies, architects, product suppliers, approved inspectors, etc.) “should be
made to contribute”. Additionally, the fund should be covering not only unsafe cladding, but also all fire safety defects such as “missing
or inadequate fire breaks, combustible or missing insulation, timber balconies or walkways and inadequate fire doors”.
Since then, the Government has responded and addressed the concerns pointed in the HCLG report. [13]
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ONGOING REMEDIATION SCHEME
HOW IS IT DONE?
Above are shown a few photos from a recent project that I was involved in. The contractor wanted to replace the existing flammable
materials and remedy any fire safety defects, while maintaining the same façade appearance. During the survey, our team identified
that, except the flammable panels and insulation materials, there were no vertical cavity barriers at the compartment wall between
flats and no cavity barriers around window openings. The presence of horizontal cavity barriers was identified but they were not well
pressed against the back of the façade leaving gaps, which smoke and flames could pass through. Looking at the detail of the rainscreen
cladding below, on the left is the existing window jamb with missing fire barrier and the timber sub-structure with a flammable phenolic
insulation within the ventilated cavity. On the right is the proposed detail with new aluminium sub-structure and a fire barrier placed
around the existing window frame. According to the CWCT/SFE Fire Guidance [14], window frames and glass are exempted from
regulation 7(2) by regulation 7(3), so the existing windows are compliant and can stay in place. The phenolic insulation in combination
with aluminium panels has been confirmed as not meeting the current Building Regulations [15], so it must be removed and replaced
with new insulation with an EU fire classification A1 or A2-s1,d0 such as mineral wool or similar. As shown on the detail below, every
material that is compliant with Building Regulations can be retained but materials that are not must be removed and replaced with new
compliant materials and elements. Additionally, other facade defects were noted in our survey and repaired at the same time. In this
instance, because the cladding panels have been retained, the new façade will have exactly the same appearance as the original, so the
tenants will not be faced with an unwelcome change in the appearance of the building.
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“Following the Grenfell
Tragedy, one of the
Government’s most important
objectives is to ensure
residents feel safe and secure
in their homes.”
Rishi Sunak

FUTURE
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WHAT CAN WE DO BETTER?
What can we, as façade engineers, do to prevent disasters from happening again? How can we help people feel safe in their own homes?
How can we assist clients, contractors, and project managers to make informed decisions?
We have already learned from past cases that it is crucial that contractors and professionals involved in these projects have a full and
detailed knowledge of the latest Building Regulations Approved Document B and other fire safety advice. Other important steps are
understanding the process of remediation which starts with site investigation and survey by experienced professionals to identify unsafe
materials and fire safety defects and conclude with a properly specified and detailed façade. The façade consultancy profession has
experts with in-depth understanding of the materials which must now be used in construction and their performance in fire. Clear
design, specification of the necessary remedial repairs and careful detailing are fundamental elements in the solution for each building.
Onsite monitoring of contractors’ work throughout the façade replacement process is also essential to ensure that the intended design
is not changed or compromised.
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